Abstract-Unlike FEM (Finite Element Method), which provides an accurate deformation of soft objects, FFD (Free Form Deformation) based methods have been widely used for a quick and responsive representation of deformable objects in real-time applications such as computer games, animations, or simulations. The FFD-AABB (Free Form Deformation Axis Aligned Bounding Box) algorithm was also suggested to address the collision handling problems between deformable objects at an interactive rate. This paper proposes an enhanced FFD-AABB algorithm to improve the frame rate of simulation by adding the bounding sphere based collision test between 3D deformable objects. We provide a comparative analysis with previous methods and the result of proposed method shows about an 85% performance improvement.
INTRODUCTION
Due to demands for increasing levels of realism, many interactive computer graphics applications such as computer games, virtual reality, and animation require both reasonably high resolution to represent the geometric details of real objects, and high performance for achieving realtime interactivity. In general, object modeling can be categorized with a physically based modeling and a non-physically based modeling technique. Non-physically based modeling mainly deals with the visual component of the modeling. It is typically focused on the detailed geometric information of objects. On the other hand, a physically based modeling technique emphasizes the dynamic and physical nature of an object behavior under various external influences. It can provide increasing levels of realism for real world deformable 3D [1] . The prevailing issue in deformable object modeling is the conflicting goals between higher physical and dynamic realism on densely meshed objects and achieving faster computation at the same time.
Over the past decades, many researchers have introduced various approaches to model and simulate deformable objects in a practical sense. Although rigid body simulations have been successfully applied in computer graphics and computer games with satisfactory interactivity and accuracy, still so many real-world objects cannot be reasonably represented with rigid body approximation. The mass-spring system is one of the fast and simple techniques that has been used to represent deformable objects. In the mass-spring system, deformable objects consist point masses and springs, as Newton's Second Law calculates discrete model and spring forces. FEM (Finite Element Method) and BEM (Boundary Element Method) are continuum mechanics-based approaches that can deliver sophisticated and physically accurate behavior. However, their computational complexity is still quite expensive for real-time applications. Despite the computational complexity issues, these methods have been widely applied to implement the behaviors of clothes [2, 3] , human tissues [4, 5] , muscles [6, 7] , and so on. Alternatively, FFD (Free Form Deformation) based methods also have been used for the modeling and animation of complex and highly meshed 3D objects due to its fast real-time performance, even though it is not a fully physics based approach. In addition, many existing methods such as the mass-spring system [8] , FEM [9] , and shape-matching deformation [10] were supplemented with FFD-style approaches to improve the realistic and efficient representation of large deformations.
Another serious obstacle in real-time 3D computer animation and games is collision detection and the response process. So far, collision detection and the response for deformable objects have been intensively researched and some significant results have been accomplished [11, 12] . Jimenez et al. [13] provided a comprehensive survey for various 3D collision algorithms. Bounding volume based approaches, such as sphere trees [14] and AABB (Axis Aligned Bounding Box) [15] , were introduced to quickly check collisions between 3D objects. James and Pai [16] proposed the Bounded Deformation Tree using a bounding sphere hierarchy to reduce the computation time of collision detection and it was successfully applied to the collision detection of a large numbers of objects. Teschner et al. [17] introduced an optimized spatial hashing based collision detection algorithm for dynamically deforming objects. Although many collision detection and response approaches for deformable objects have been studied, they still come up short on providing sufficient real-time performance and further improvement is imperative due to the ever increasing demand for high resolution 3D objects. In this paper, we extended our previous FFD-AABB algorithm [18] with an additional layer of the bounding sphere collision test. The proposed method quickly rejects and minimizes the full-blown FFD-AABB collision test to improve the overall speed of simulation under massive collision situations, and it is particularly advantageous for a densely meshed, large number of deformable objects.
COLLISION HANDLING WITH THE FFD-AABB ALGORITHM
As the mesh complexity of deformable objects grows, the fast collision handling for those objects is still considered a significant challenge in real-time simulations. The FFD-based method is a one of the promising directions for alleviating those issues in 3D deformable objects animation and simulation. Barr [19] used a set of hierarchical transformations that include stretching, bending, twisting, and tapering operators to simply represent the broad sense of the deformation of objects. Sederberg and Parry [20] introduced the more general method that calculates the object deformation by deforming the outer lattice of embedded surface. Although the FFD-based method is restricted to uniform grids and its volume preservation is restricted, it generates smooth deformation and is quite easy to implement.
However, another impediment in achieving robust and realistic 3D deformation was the lack of efficient collision handling for the FFD-based method. Collision handling for deformable objects requires frequent information updating for the position of objects. Thus, collision detection and responses for the FFD-based surface of objects hinders the overall performance of the system. In addition, directly applying collision handling to FFD grids generates severe surface approximation errors and it causes critical and obvious visual floating artifacts between surfaces of objects [18] . Therefore, we previously proposed the FFD-AABB method, which is a dynamic bounding box, that deforms with the FFD grid along with the embedded surface meshes [18] . The FFD-AABB algorithm can be tightly integrated into an FFD-based complex deformable object simulation and the computational cost is cheaper than the traditional method because it requires only 8 node updates [18] . The spatial hashing approach is employed for fast culling by deforming the AABB. FFD-AABB consists of a set of eight boundary nodes and they have local coordinates (s, t, and u) and global coordinates (x, y, and z) respectively. Fig. 1 shows a simple process of building FFD-AABB that consists of three steps. First, the FFD control grid is built for the target deformable object. Then AABB of the mesh is calculated for each FFD cell. Finally, the FFD local coordinates of boundary nodes and outside surface set are calculated for updating. Since the tri-linear interpolation is simple and fast, FFD-AABB can be updated quickly and independently from the complexity of the mesh. Since FFD frequently involves the scaling and shearing of objects, bounding spheres do not approximate the FFD surfaces of objects properly. Unlike FFD, FFD-AABB represents the embedded surfaces efficiently because FFD-AABB Fig. 1 . The FFD-AABB building process moves along with embedded meshes of deformable objects. The cost of an FFD-AABB update requires the evaluation of the eight node updates for each FFD cell. In addition, FFD-AABB tightly approximates the embedded surface of objects under the large deformation [10] .
ACTIVATION OF THE FFD-AABB BASED COLLISION TEST USING A BOUNDING SPHERE
To improve the previous FFD-AABB based collision handling process, we analyzed the whole simulation process. Table 1 shows the computational cost of the experimental results for major FFD-AABB algorithm processes. Most of the computing time is spent in mesh updating and collision testing between objects. One of the big obstacles for FFD-AABB simulation is collision testing between objects and it takes around 57% of the computational time of the simulation, as shown in Table 1 . Furthermore, the massive collision of densely meshed deformable objects causes even more computational costs for collision handling.
The FFD-AABB based collision test process requires performing the spatial hashing for determining PCP (potential collision pairs) in broad step and calculating the collision test between each node in the AABB of PCPs and each plane of the other AABB of PCPs in narrow step. To reduce the computational burden of the collision test, the proposed method introduced the bounding sphere based collision test before the broad and narrow collision test steps. Therefore, the proposed collision detection method consists of three phases. In the first phase, the bounding sphere based collision test is performed to quickly quit the unnecessary further collision detection using the simple distance calculation. In the second phase, spatial hashing is applied to determine the PCPs of the bounding box nodes. In the final phase, the bounding nodes in the same bucket of the hash table undergo detailed collision checking. Fig. 2 shows the proposed collision detection and response algorithm with additional bounding sphere based collision checking. Only collided objects that are detected by the bounding sphere collision test are progressed into the time-consuming element based collision detection step.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental test was performed on Intel Core i5 3.3GHz, 4GB RAM and the proposed algorithm was coded on Visual Studio 2010 under Window 7 OS. The proposed method was implemented in 3D using OpenGL. To measure the performance of the proposed method, we modeled four kinds of refined deformable objects such as letters of the alphabet, spheres, teapots, and Buddhas. These objects were freely falling down to the ground and they bumped against each other and the ground. Thus the simulations were carried out under complex collision environments, as shown in Fig. 3 . The yellow circles are bounding spheres for quick rejection of further collision tests. Table 2 shows the number of vertices, triangles, and FFD cells for each object. Since letters of the alphabet have a different number of vertices, triangles, and FFD cells for each character, we used an average number of them for Table 2 . Fig. 4 shows the results of the experimental test based on FPS (Frame per Seconds) for each Fig. 3 . The simulation examples using the propsoed method experimental test. Although we applied a somewhat large number of detailed deformable objects to prove the robustness of the proposed algorithm for massive collision problems, the result returns around an 80% performance improvement rate compared to the previous method. Since the proposed algorithm quickly rejects the complicated collision test, it achieves better performance for more complicated examples that include more than 100 refined deformable objects. Fig. 5 depicts the simulation results for example models using the proposed algorithm. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we extended the previous FFD-AABB algorithm to provide an enhanced performance of massive collision handling between densely meshed deformable objects. We added a bounding sphere collision test to the previous FFD-AABB algorithm to promptly remove the unnecessary time-consuming collision test. The computation cost for the proposed method was 80% faster than the previous FFD-AABB algorithm. The mesh updating process, which is another computational burden for the FFD-AABB algorithm, can be modified and updated to apply the real-time applications in future work.
